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Draw cartoon army tank

You're currently using an older browser, and your experience may not be optimal. Please consider upgrading. To learn more. We like to draw weapons and different vehicles. And in the instructions on how to draw the tank, the two drawing objects will be combined. This instruction will be much simpler than many other articles from Easydrawingart.com. Our team believes that even the most inexperienced
artist will be able to follow this instruction and learn how to draw the tank easily and quickly. Step 1 First, display the bottom of the tank. In the initial stage, it looks more like a cobblestone than a tank, doesn't it? Step 2 Draw the tank tower above the geometric shape of the previous stage. You can make it angular, as in the example of artists Easydrawingart.com smoother. Step 3 Now make a barrel of the
tank. At this point, the barrel of the tank looks like a long and flat rectangle. You can make the barrel bigger or smaller than the example of artists Easydrawingart.com. Step 4 Now give the bottom of the tank a more suitable look. To do this, depict the side skirt in the form of a long and very narrow rectangle with curved edges. Step 5 In front of the barrel depict thickening in the shape of a square. At the top
of the tower, sketch a hatch made like a flat rectangle. Step 6 Outline the song as Easydrawingart.com artists did in this example. You can make great songs like our picture, or narrower ones. Step 7 Use five circles to create road wheels. In the middle of the three road wheels should be larger than at the edges. Step 8 Let's paint the tank. They are of different colors. Most often tanks are green or yellow.
You are free to use colored pencils, colors or felt pens. If you get on these lines, then most likely you have already learned this instruction on how to draw the tank. Visit our vehicles category to learn how to draw cars, spacecraft and other modes of transport. If you want to learn how to display guns and swords, visit our category called Weapons. We like to draw weapons and different vehicles. And in the
instructions on how to draw the tank, the two drawing objects will be combined. This instruction will be much simpler than many other articles from Easydrawingart.com. Our team believes that even the most inexperienced artist will be able to follow this instruction and learn how to draw the tank easily and quickly. Step 1 First, display the bottom of the tank. In the initial stage, it looks more like a cobblestone
than a tank, doesn't it? Step 2 Draw the tank tower above the geometric shape of the previous stage. You can make it angular, as in the example of artists Easydrawingart.com smoother. Step 3 Now make a barrel of the tank. At this point, the barrel of the tank looks like a long and flat rectangle. You can make the barrel bigger or smaller than the example of artists Easydrawingart.com. Step 4 Let's now
give the bottom more suitable look for the tank. To do this, depict the side skirt in the form of a long and very narrow rectangle with curved edges. Step 5 In front of the barrel depict thickening in the shape of a square. At the top of the tower, sketch a hatch made like a flat rectangle. Step 6 Outline the song as Easydrawingart.com artists did in this example. You can make great songs like our picture, or
narrower ones. Step 7 Use five circles to create road wheels. In the middle of the three road wheels should be larger than at the edges. Step 8 Let's paint the tank. They are of different colors. Most often tanks are green or yellow. You are free to use colored pencils, colors or felt pens. If you get on these lines, then most likely you have already learned this instruction on how to draw the tank. Visit our
vehicles category to learn how to draw cars, spacecraft and other modes of transport. If you want to learn how to display guns and swords, visit our category called Weapons. Here's another version of the lesson on How to Draw a Military Tank. The old lesson is too simple and is intended for young children. Try to make army tank stages more realistic. It is not so difficult to make this army tank, but it is
important to draw the original sketches. The hardest parts of drawing any tank are drawing its hull and turret. Pay attention to the tank wheel. They must be identical and round. Keep it all in mind as you draw any vehicle. Step 1 First, draw a simple contour of the tank casing. Step 2 Then add a few lines to the bottom of the shell. The outline of the army tank tower, which we will draw in the next step. Step 3
Draw the edges of the tracked tank. There are five wheels in my illustration, you can do more. First draw a central wheel, place it on the middle line. Then attach the other wheels to the central image. It is necessary to pay attention to each detail when drawing an army tank. Step 4 You should not have difficulty drawing parts of this lesson. Don't forget to raise the bottom line of the song. Step 5 Draw the
tank turret in detail and draw the tank gun. Make the gun tank a little thinner and add several hoops to the top. Even add Luke at the top front of the tower. Step 6 Let's work on songs and other details of the army tank. Step 7 In the final stage of drawing a military tank, we need to add a drop of shadow with a pencil. In this video you will find a simple and easy lesson on how to draw the tank step by step.
Every guy wants to be able to draw a tank. Next to cars, tanks are also a popular topic for children's drawings. It is easy to learn how to draw a tank if it is done in stages this way. First draw the tank #2 pencil and add a star to it in a colored pencil. The tank is one of the most complex military vehicles in design. It is located on the larvae, hull and turret. Hard part the tank is drawing its housing. The front
chassis is designed to reflect therefore it is always positioned at a large angle. Step 1 Draw tank records. Draw the songs of the tank in hexagonal form. Draw a line down in the center as later to help you draw a wheel later. Then draw the contour of the tank body. It will be two tracks that stretch from the trapeze; one will be in front and one sideways. Step 2 Tank's Tower. Now draw a rectangular turret with
two rounded edges on the back. Then outline the line of the tower that will connect it to the base of the tank. Then add a long pipe tower future tank cannon. Step 3 Crawler tank discs. Even if in my illustration there are six wheels, you can do more or less. It depends on the size of the image. First, draw a central wheel, place it on the middle line you previously drew. Then attach the second wheel to the
central image. Then attach the larvae round mud flap. It is necessary to pay attention to each detail when drawing the tank. Step 4 Add gas tank, ladder, and Luke. You should not have difficulty drawing these parts of the tank. Do not forget to raise the bottom line between the two tracks of the tank. Step 5 Draw a tank turret. Now we need to divide the tank tower into two parts. To do this, draw a curved line
around the gun. Make the gun tank a little thinner and add several hoops to the top. Even add Luke at the top front of the tower. Step 6 Tank data. Let's work the songs by adding a guard to them. Then begin to draw the wheel. To do this, attach the stroke in the middle of the wheel pins and the inner edge. Then add the cloves to the discs. Add Luke at the Tower and some details to the hull. Step 7 Drawing
military tank. The final step. At this point we need to draw the edges of the tank. Then add a drop of shadow. You can adjust the symbols above the tank. Now you see how easy it is to draw a tank step by step. Step 8 Here is another version of How to Draw An Army Tank. In this video you will find a simple and easy lesson on how to draw the tank step by step. Work with a beautiful tank cartoon dressed
with basic shapes, rich colors and filled with simple digital effect! Drawing such a technical topic can be daunting. Fortunately, this can be easily done by following all eight simple steps available below. If you are able to use a vector application to create this illustration, then it will be even easier to end up with an attractive result. Ready? Let's continue with the first step now... Step 1 - Drawing the main parts
using basic forms In this first step, our goal is to sketch out most of the elements needed for the tank to be arranged for overnight stays. Things like body caricature tank, main gun and turret must be pulled out using shapes that are precise and made of straight and (some) curved lines. As you can see below, the selected view is not quite half. You need to add a little perspective to the picture. Step 2
Drawing more important parts to create our tank cartoon In this second step you can draw the shapes necessary to represent the wheels, antennas, hatches and other armed shields near the bottom of the main weapon. As you can see below, another circle is drawn behind each wheel to create depth and maintain the illusion of perspective. Step 3 - Adding details to complete the lesson drawing part in this
third step now you can get more details inside the machine to add more realism. For example, you can draw several lines to create songs, draw several circles on wheels to create a deeper and complete main gun, plotting a long and thin oval shape at the end of the cannon. Of course, a large beautiful star is also needed in the tank cartoon turret. Step 4 - Filling this picture with simple colors This cartoon
tank would not be appealing without the beautiful colors applied throughout it. The most visible color to use is green. Notice how a different variation of one simple green color is added to the drawing to increase the impression of volume. Only the star is filled with a different color (yellow). Step 5 - Color gradients to make this illustration more realistic Adding Color Gradients to this object is a good idea if
you want to add more depth and volume to your work. As you can see below, parts like the main gun, turret and wheels are all darker on the bottom and lighter on top. Even if only one color (green) is used on an object, there is enough contrast to make the entire image easy to read. Step 6 - Some shadows put emphasis on two distinct areas One large shadow (also shaped like a star) can be added behind
the stars located on the turret. This new shadow is darker on the bottom and almost invisible on top. You can also draw tracks near the wheels using dark shapes that are partially transparent on top. Great! One last step and this tank cartoon is complete! Step 7 - Metal should look metal! Metal can be shiny ... really shiny! Adding highlights and reflections throughout this vehicle is a pretty good idea. All
these new shapes are white and mostly invisible at the bottom. You can see the final result in the next step. beautiful tank that is not so difficult to reach When all the stresses and reflections are added, you should end up with something like this. Do not be fooled by the obvious complexity of this vehicle. You can do this one if you explore all the steps carefully and draw all the shapes using the perfect tools.
You probably won't end up with a result that's 100% similar, but your goal is to make a nice tank cartoon that's appealing and fun to look at. You can see all the steps needed to draw this great machine below. Feel free to try new shapes, play with colors, textures or proportions. This version is 100% fictional. Do not hesitate to try new things and unleash your creativity. Practicing very there is also another tip
that you should try! :) Iet atpakaļ uz How to Draw Cartoon Clip Art Images (Misc) Go back from How to Draw Tank Cartoon to Draw Draw cute illustrations in minutes today! Do you want to learn how to draw cute cartoon illustrations quickly and easily? Using 23 cool printable resources, you can now enjoy tons of tutorials featuring fun animals, characters, food, objects, plants, vehicles, sports and places. All
you need to learn how to draw in minutes can be found in this special collection filled with over 2200+ pages and 3600+ easy exercises. Find out more here! Create unlimited products and copies using cute illustrations! Do you like images from this site? Good news! Now you can get your hands over 1700+ cute illustrations to help you create anything you want. Enjoy a variety of cartoon animals and
characters available in a variety of styles and designs. All you need to succeed can be found in this incredible collection. Don't miss the opportunity to own cute (and cheap) pictures today! See all the pictures here! Here!
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